Converter Use

What do I need to know?
Nothing! Simply attach the converter to a mobile phone, a tablet, on the edge of the screen, a laptop, a lamp, a printer, a plug, etc. Just stick it on and see what happens! For a detailed application description, please contact your consultant.

How long does the converter work?
The e-smog converter is described as being effective for 3 years. However, the converter remains effective even after 3 years. But, since radio technology is constantly evolving, it is reasonable to renew the converter. By renewing the converter regularly, you will always be up to date with the latest technology.

i-like meta-converters are:
100% Swiss Engineering
100% Swiss Made

Proof of effectiveness
The i-like regulation technology was measured, tested and found to be optimal by:

- Günter Haffelder’s Institute for Brain Research
- GDV International, Bio-Well, Kirtlan Technology, Prof. Dr. Konstantin Korotkov
- Emoto water crystal award Hado-Life
- Health campus of St. Elisabeth University
- Aqua Quinta, Heart Rate Variability Institute, Dipl.Ing Rasmus Gaupp-Berghausen
- Dr.med. Manfred Doepp, Nuclear and Information Medicine, medical energy report
- and others

The focus always was on measurable reactions in humans. The positive changes have been scientifically documented and are already delighting over a million users.

Use of the e-smog converter

The e-smog converter is suitable for adults and children and can be used on all types of electronic devices, especially on transmitting and receiving devices:

- mobile phones / smartphones (incl. 5G)
- baby monitors
- screens and televisions
- computers, tablets and printers
- WLAN routers
- power outlets and switches
- light sources of all kinds
- infrared systems
- kitchen equipment
- and many other devices

Benefit from other bioresonance products, such as Meta-Converters, sinus Body, Bamboo-Vitalplasters, CurSun+, Vitaldrink, F.X.-Balance products, bioresonance cosmetics and many other valuable helpers in everyday life!

e-smog converter
for neutralising electrosmog (incl. 5G)
and strengthening bio-resistance

My consultant:
Electrosmog neutralisation

Many people suffer from electromagnetic hypersensitivity. Most, however, only perceive the negative effects of e-smog on their body and mind at a very late stage. Often even, only after they start having problems. The body’s immune system responds to radiation with symptoms such as stress, headaches, overall fatigue and many other typical lifestyle diseases as a result of the defense.

The effects of electrosmog are well-known and have been scientifically documented. Many sources of radiation, such as mobile phones, computers, LED screens, WLAN routers, lamps, sockets and switches affect our cells on a daily basis.

This is where biological resilience can help. To do so, a cell energy charge in the form of frequencies is supplied to the electromagnetic wave (transverse). Classic and traditional medicine are familiar with the positive effects of this procedure.

This converter, which is charged by impulses sent out with a radiation technique which was specifically designed for the purpose, was successfully developed by Swiss scientists in collaboration with researchers and experts from the fields of physics, health and medicine. This principle based on bioresonance radiation is able to neutralise all kinds of electrosmog (electromagnetic field scatter).

Conclusion:

With the converter, you can use electronic devices as often as you like. The e-smog converter transforms e-smog energy in a positive way.

Test evidence and measurement results

The i-like technology with bioresonance radiation (here, the e-smog converter) has been repeatedly tested and scientifically and empirically examined.

Prof. Dr. Korotkov, GDV International, Kirlian testing

Quote: “We were able to determine that the i-like e-smog converters are the only commercially available converters tested by us which actually correct electrosmog. Conclusion: The measurement data of subjects with an i-like converter on their switched-on mobile phone were not any worse than those measured on subjects who had their phone switched off. They even were significantly better!”

Good to know!

The e-smog converter is suitable for use on all electronic devices, especially transmitters and receivers. The converter can be glued directly onto the device, or left in its packaging and placed within a radius of max. 30 cm from the device. The converter must not be bent, cut off or otherwise deformed. The converter is not waterproof (but is splashproof).

For more information, please go to www.i-like.net